To enhance global customer experience and productivity

SYSTRAN (France)
Pioneer in machine translation technologies

Coming in Japan with FrenchTechTour from 2 to 4 Dec. 2013

Pioneer in language technologies, SYSTRAN (France) delivers translation solutions that are the choice of leading global corporations, portals and public agencies. In particular, SYSTRAN solutions help worldwide corporations enhance their global customer experience by giving them the ability to accelerate localization projects and reduce time to market. They also enable them to produce high quality content in multiple languages (technical documentations, product specification sheets, web content, knowledge bases, customer support information…), expand customer self-service ratio or add translation functionalities to their web sites and mobile applications.

SYSTRAN Enterprise Server, a scalable software solution providing a complete range of high-performance tools for effective management of translation projects, is the comprehensive solution able to meet the full range of translation needs on an enterprise scale. Its centralized translation server will be directly installed on site or in the Cloud. With a view to adding automatic translation functionality, it can be seamlessly integrated to all types of consumer media, from websites to mobile apps – whether online or off.

The latest version, SYSTRAN Enterprise Server 7 has three components: SYSTRAN Translation Server, SYSTRAN Training Server and SYSTRAN Application Packs.

《Key features》

Hybrid machine translation technology
Powered by SYSTRAN's hybrid machine translation (MT) engine, it combines the predictability and language consistency of rule-based machine translation with the fluency of statistical MT. SYSTRAN Enterprise Server can instantly translate texts, emails, Web pages, RSS feeds, and documents in a wide variety of file formats and a large range of languages (more than 60 language combinations available including Japanese, Chinese and Korean).

Customized translations to specific domains
With SYSTRAN Training Server, the Software can be trained to understand and use the terminology of a particular industry, specific business objectives or any domain. Translation quality improves with the recycling of available monolingual or bilingual data. Translation models can be generated automatically to reduce customization time and cost.

Easy integration
Corporations can easily add translation functionalities to any enterprise application, internet service or mobile application through the open APIs in SYSTRAN Enterprise Server 7. The Administration tools allow for easy maintenance, activity reporting, and managing user permissions.

Scalability and robustness
Relying on a robust and proven technology architecture, SYSTRAN Enterprise Server can support unlimited user access and millions of real-time and batch translations per day.
About SYSTRAN

SYSTRAN is the market historic provider of language translation software products and solutions for the desktop, enterprise and Internet. SYSTRAN is headquartered in Paris, France with a North American office located in San Diego, California, USA. SYSTRAN (Code ISIN FR0004109197, Bloomberg: SYST NM, Reuters: SYTN.LN) is listed on EuroNext Paris, Compartiment C.

For more information, visit www.systransoft.com
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SYSTRAN will come in Japan within FrenchTechTour, organized by UBIFRANCE, from 2 to 6 Dec. This FrenchTechTour is a program of B2B meeting in Tokyo with French companies selected by major Japanese companies as their potential suppliers.